SUCCESS STORY OF JAYESH RATHWA OF
ELECTRICAL HOUSE WIRING
Jayesh Rathwa who comes from Zari village in
Chhota Udepur district has set an example for his
entire village,peer group students as well as his
juniors and made his trainers and parents look up
with pride.
His father is a building contractor, his mother
passed away when he was 9 years old. His father
remarried, his step mother is very caring and their
family consists of a younger sister, brother his
wife and parents.
After clearing the SSC exam his parents encouraged him to take
admission in VIVEC to get technically sound in one trade, he
chose to do Electrical House Wiring. He completed his course in
September 2016 and got a job in Mothersons Sumi
in October 2016.
Within a span of just two years Jayesh has been
promoted as Supervisor in Wire Harnessing Dept.
He joined as helper in Assembly department and
was deputed as a trainer within a short time of 5
months, to train others in his department. His
performance was so good that his immediate boss
made him a line leader and gave him a target to achieve with the
help of 60 helpers.
At present he is working as a supervisor handling 85 workers and
is very happy about his work. He earns more than Rs 17000/- per
month.
He looks smart and professional in the company uniform and
performs duty for 12 hours – 8 hours and 4 hour overtime.
Laziness has disappeared like a whiff of smoke. Seeing the owners
work so hard motivates the staff to work harder and achieve their
goals and set new ones for the future.

He stays in Sanand along with his wife and younger brother; they
too are employed in Mothersons.
He says the financial status of his family has changed for the
better. He is very happy that he is of help to the family because
memories of his childhood are not too pleasing. He has seen his
parents slog to make two ends meet and to give them the best.
Jayesh is aware of savings, mutual funds and insurance. Being in
a Japanese company has helped him to imbibe many good habits.
Jayesh is thankful to VIVEC and his trainer Mr Ravindra Baria for
having groomed him and educated him in such a way that he can
face any situations and solve problems within no time and that
too with a smile on his face. The activities and competitions in
Mothersons remind him of the activities and competitions in
VIVEC, similarly regular visit of Guests and foreigners again
remind of visitors in VIVEC. All the training in VIVEC has made
him a different person altogether.

